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Abstract

Nanotechnology-based fabrication is expected to offer the extra density and potential performance to take electronic circuits beyond the scaling limits reached by CMOS technology. Industrial research is indicating that nanodevices-based circuit design will be based on the acceptance that a certain percentage of devices in the design will be defective. In this work, we investigate a defect-tolerant technique that adds redundancy at the transistor level and provides built-in immunity to permanent defects. The investigated technique is based on replacing each transistor by an \( N^2 \)-transistor structure (\( N=2, 3, \ldots, k \)). An \( N^2 \)-transistor structure guarantees defect tolerance of all defects of multiplicity \( \leq (N-1) \) in each transistor structure. Thus, a large number of multiple defects, distributed among the structures, can be tolerated. In addition, interconnect defects can be equally tolerated. Our initial results on the tolerance of stuck-open and stuck-short defects based on the quadded-transistor structure (\( N=2 \)) are promising. Further analysis and extension of the technique for tolerance of bridging faults is required to demonstrate the applicability of the technique to practical designs. Extension of the technique to handle soft errors will also be proposed. An important advantage of the proposed transistor-level defect tolerant technique is that it fits well in existing design and test methodologies. Comparison of defect tolerance of this approach against other recently proposed defect-tolerant approaches will be evaluated experimentally. Furthermore, comparison of defect tolerance between circuits implemented based on the quadded-transistor structure and those implemented based on transistors with quadruple the feature sizes will be conducted based on inductive fault analysis. We predict that the combination of defect tolerance at both the transistor level and gate level will result in a significant improvement in circuit defect tolerance. For example, implementing majority gates with the \( N^2 \)-transistor structure in Triple Modular Redundancy defect-tolerant techniques is considered promising and will be investigated in this work. Finally, the application of the quadded-transistor structure in the defect tolerance of logic implemented based on crossbar switches and FPGAs will be investigated. The regularity in crossbar switches and FPGAs make them excellent candidates for implementations based on nanotechnology. This will be evaluated and compared against recently proposed defect avoidance techniques.
1. Introduction

With CMOS technology reaching the scaling limits, the need for alternative technologies became necessary. Nanotechnology-based fabrication is expected to offer the extra density and potential performance to take electronic circuits the next step. It is estimated that molecular electronics can achieve very high densities ($10^{12}$ devices per cm$^2$) and operate at very high frequencies (of the order of THz) [1]. Several successful nano-scale electronic devices have been demonstrated by researchers, some of the most promising being carbon nanotubes (CNT) [2], silicon nano-wires (NW) [3,4], and quantum dot cells [5]. It has been shown that using self-assembly techniques, we can overcome the limitations posed by lithography for the smallest feature size [1]. Currently, due to fabrication regularity imposed by the self assembly process, only regular structures can be built. Hewlett-Packard has recently fabricated 8 X 8 crossbar switches using molecular switches at the crosspoints [6]. They observed that only 85% of the switches were programmable while the other 15% were defective.

Whether nanotechnology circuits are implemented using self assembly or lithography processes, defect rates are rising substantially. At these nanometer scales, the small cross section areas of wires make them fragile, increasing the likelihood that they will break during assembly. Moreover, the contact area between nanowires and between nanowires and devices depends on a few atomic-scale bonds resulting in some connections being poor and effectively unusable [4, 6, 7]. With such high defect rates, defect-tolerant methods have to be devised for the emerging nanotechnology devices. Discarding all parts with any defects in them is not affordable any more as the yield hit will be substantial. Therefore, the necessity to cope with intrinsic defects at the circuit level must be recognized as a key aspect of nanodevices-based designs. To
implement such robustness and defect tolerance, circuit design techniques capable of absorbing a number of defects and still be able to perform their functions need to be investigated.

Typical approaches to reliable system design include defect-tolerant and defect avoidance techniques [8]. Defect-tolerant techniques are based on adding redundancy in the design to tolerate defects or faults. However, defect avoidance techniques are based on identifying defects and bypassing them based on reconfiguration. Examples of defect-tolerant techniques are the multiplexed logic approach [9], N-tuple modular redundancy (NMR), Triple-modular redundancy (TMR) and Triple Interwoven Redundant logic (TIR) [10, 11], cascaded triple modular redundancy (CTMR) or recursive triple modular redundancy (RTMR) [12, 13], and quadded logic (QL) [10, 11, 14, 15]. Examples of the defect-avoidance techniques are [7, 8, 16-19].

While both approaches address the defect-tolerance issue, it is unclear from the literature which approach is more effective since the effectiveness of defect-tolerant approaches based on classical techniques such as TMR, is limited by the arbitration unit, whilst defect avoidance techniques require extensive defect mapping and reconfiguration infrastructure.

To tolerate defects, redundancy can be added at the transistor level, gate level or functional block level. In this work, we evaluate defect tolerance based on redundancy addition at the transistor level. We compare this approach with recent defect-tolerant techniques based on adding redundancy at the gate level. The comparison will be made through analysis of the most occurring defects including transistor stuck-open, transistor stuck-short and bridging faults.

We believe that defect tolerance to be effective needs to be addressed at different levels including transistor-level, gate-level and functional-block level. In this work, we
will evaluate the combination of defect-tolerant techniques at the gate and transistor-level.

Crossbar switches are considered the basic building blocks in recently proposed nano architectures. Defect tolerance of logic implemented based on the quadded transistor structure in crossbar switches will be investigated and compared with other defect avoidance techniques. The regularity of FPGAs makes them suitable candidates for nanotechnology implementation. In this project, we plan to investigate defect tolerance options for FPGA circuits as a case study.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Defect-Tolerant Techniques

The multiplexed logic approach, motivated by the pioneering work of John von Neumann [9], began as an attempt to build early digital computers out of unreliable components. This approach and subsequent derivatives [10, 14-15] have provided insight on how to design reliable nanoelectronic systems out of components that
might fundamentally be less reliable than those of currently available technologies. In
the multiplexed logic approach, each gate is implemented based on an “executive”
unit and a “restorative” unit. The “executive” unit is constructed based on a
multiplexed logic unit in which each logic gate is duplicated N times and each input
and output is also duplicated N times. The inputs randomly pair to feed the N gates.
The “restorative” unit is comprised of two cascaded multiplexed logic units as shown
in Figure 1 for a two-input NAND gate, with N=4. The “restorative” unit is intended
to restore some of the incorrect values of the gates to their correct values. It is
assumed that the each gate has a probability of failure $\varepsilon$ and that the logic state of the
bundle is decided based on the fraction of wires having a specific value above or
below a preset threshold. In general, von Neumann’s construction requires a large
amount of redundancy and a low error rate for individual gates. It is shown in [20]
that for deep logic with a gate failure probability $\varepsilon=0.01$ and N=100, it is possible to
achieve circuit failure probability in the order of $10^{-6}$. This required amount of
redundancy is excessive and is considered impractical. In order to reduce this large
amount of redundancy, the work in [21, 22] combines NAND multiplexing with
reconfiguration.
Another defect-tolerant approach is known as the N-tuple modular redundancy
(NMR) in which each gate is duplicated N times (where N must be an odd number)
followed by an arbitration unit deciding the correct value based on majority. Triple-
modular redundancy (TMR) is a special case of NMR. The reliability of such designs
is limited by that of the final arbitration unit, making the approach difficult in the
context of highly integrated nanosystems [8]. A TMR circuit can be further
triplicated. The obtained circuit thus has nine copies of the original module and two
layers of majority gates. This process can be repeated if necessary, resulting in a
technique called cascaded triple modular redundancy (CTMR) or recursive triple modular redundancy (RTMR). Spagocci and Fountain [12] have shown that using CTMR in a nanochip with large nanoscale devices would require an extremely low device error rate. In [13], it is shown that recursive voting leads to a double exponential decrease in a circuit’s failure probability. However, a single error in the last majority gate can cause an incorrect result, hampering the technique’s effectiveness. Pierce [10] introduced a fault-tolerant technique called interwoven redundant logic. Quadded logic [11, 14-15] is an ad hoc configuration of the interwoven redundant logic. It requires four times as many circuits. A quadded circuit implementation based on NAND gates replaces each NAND gate with a group of four NAND gates, each of which has twice as many inputs as the one it replaces. While quadded logic guarantees tolerance of most single errors, errors occurring at the last
two stages of logic may not be corrected. Figure 2 shows an example of TMR and quadded logic circuits.

Moore et al. [23] have analyzed the use of series-parallel and bridge configurations for the application of redundancy to relay networks. Suran [24] has evaluated the reliability of the quad-relay structure shown in Figure 3(b) and has shown its application using bipolar junction transistors. However, only the reliability of a single structure is evaluated and no extensive circuit reliability analysis is made.

2.2 Defect Avoidance Techniques

Unlike defect-tolerant techniques which are designed to work properly despite the presence of defects, defect avoidance techniques are based on a different principle. They are based on the identification of defective modules and replacing them by other redundant modules through configuration. Mishra and Goldstein [17] have proposed a defect avoidance approach to nanosystem design. This approach is based on a large reconfigurable grid of nanoblocks, each of which can be configured as one of the basic logic building blocks like an AND, an OR, an XOR, a half-adder, and so forth. It maps defects on these nanoblocks, and then synthesizes (offline) a feasible configuration realizing the application for each nanofabric instance. Finally, it configures each instance accordingly. This approach is considered not scalable for large nanosystems as it requires mapping, synthesis, and configuration at such a fine granularity [8]. Furthermore, defect mapping requires unlimited connectivity among nanoblocks. To address the density, scalability, and reliability challenges of emerging nanotechnologies, He et al. [8] proposed a hierarchy of design abstractions, constructed as reconfigurable fabric regions, whereby designers assign small
functional flows to each region. The approach demonstrates a tradeoff between yield, delay, and cost in defect-prone nanotechnology-based computing systems.

Various nano-architectures that have been recently proposed are based on a two-dimensional (2D) nano-scale crossbar. The work in [19] has studied the impact of defects on the routability of a crossbar. Results have shown that a defective crossbar can be still utilized at reduced functionality, i.e. as a smaller defect-free crossbar. It is shown that switch stuck-short faults have a significantly higher impact on the manufacturing yield compared to switch stuck-open faults. For this technique to be practical, effective testing and diagnostic techniques are needed to identify defective elements in the crossbar such that they can be bypassed by configuration.

In [25] Tahoori presents an application-independent defect-tolerant design flow where higher level design steps are not needed to be aware of the existence and the location of defects in the chip. Only a final mapping step is required to be defect aware minimizing the number of per-chip design steps, making it appropriate for high volume production. Two algorithms for identifying the maximum defect-free crossbar with the partially defective fabricated crossbar are given.

In [26], Hogg and Snider examined the implementation of binary adders based on defective crossbars. They showed a tradeoff between defect tolerance and circuit area for different implementations. It is shown that the likelihood that defects are tolerable changes abruptly from near one to near zero over a small range of defect rates for a

Figure 3 (a) Transistor in original gate implementation, (b) First quadded-transistor structure, (c) Second quadded-transistor structure.
given crossbar size. Other work has explored defect tolerance in systems composed of multiple crossbars [27, 28].

2.3 Defect-Tolerant FPGA Design Techniques

The regularity of FPGAs makes them suitable candidates for nanotechnology implementation. Reconfigurability in FPGAs has historically been used as means for mitigating the effect of defects. For permanent defects, a recent common practice for the largest two FPGA manufacturers has been to try mapping available designs on working blocks of the FPGA and use it as an "application-specific" FPGA.

The much more widely used fault tolerance application for FPGAs is fault tolerance for transient faults due to single event upsets (SEUs). Until recently, SEUs due to charged particles have been a threat mostly in remote and space computers. With device dimension shrinking to nanometer scales, the threat is now very significant even for terrestrial applications. Asadi et al presented an evaluation for different single-event-upset (SEU) fault tolerance schemes implemented on FPGAs [29].

The bottleneck in triple modular redundancy (TMR) implementations is the voter. The reliability of the system is always limited by that of the voter. Samudrala et al. [30] proposed implementing TMR on FPGAs. They suggest using tri-state buffers (available on Xilinx virtex FPGAs) to build SEU tolerant voters. By doing so, they deal with the bottleneck in the reliability of the TMR. They use a program to evaluate the nodes with a high probability of errors due to SEUs, and selectively implement TMR at the potential gates. The work in [31] investigates the ideal positioning of the voters for a TMR system to achieve maximal robustness with minimal overhead.

TMR is not the only way to deal with SEUs in FPGAs. Some work in the past has compared the efficiency of TMR with that of error detection (using duplication)
followed by recomputing. At low error rates, it is more efficient to use duplication with recomputing. Tiwari et al. [32] proposed protecting against SEUs using parity bits in the memory blocks of FPGAs. If an error is detected, the memory is re-written. The technique shows a significant power improvement compared to TMR. Sterpone et al suggest a place and route algorithm to reduce the susceptibility to SEUs in FPGAs [33].

Huang et al in [34, 35] presented a scheme for evaluating the fault tolerance of different FPGAs based on reconfigurability of routing resources in the presence of faulty switches. Routability (a realizable route between input and output endpoints) is used a measure of fault tolerance. As switches fail, the probability of finding a route between endpoints decreases. The paper uses open and short switches as faults. The work in [36] also investigates routability. The paper proposes a fault-tolerant design for the switch blocks for yield enhancement. The technique is based on wrapping additional multiplexers around the switch blocks to allow different routes for signals. The additional multiplexers lead to higher probability of finding a route between endpoints.

In [37], duplication and concurrent error detection are used to tolerate transient and permanent faults in FPGAs. The paper classifies fault tolerance options in FPGAs as 1) using fault-tolerant blocks, 2) replacing the architecture with a more robust one, or 3) protecting the high level description using redundancy such as TMR, which has been used in the past for such fault tolerance. The authors use time redundancy as well as duplication with comparison. They also apply recomputation with shifted operands and swapped operands. Their technique requires fewer IO pads and consumes less power than TMR. However, it takes more time and requires more flip flops.
The closest previous work to this proposal is in [38]. In this paper, the authors compare coarse and fine-grain redundancy in FPGAs to tolerate defects. For coarse-grain redundancy, they use spare rows and columns, and for fine-grain redundancy they use spare wires. Their findings support using fine-grain redundancy since they offer much higher fault tolerance. They argue that matching the fine-grain fault tolerance using coarse-grain fault tolerance requires double the hardware overhead of fine-grain redundancy, which is about 50%. We believe that the work is quite primitive since it considers only the classical spare rows and columns for coarse-grain redundancy. We also believe that 50% overhead may not be necessary since FPGAs have built-in reconfigurability that can be exploited and are normally substantially underutilized. We intend to consider these factors in our study.

2.4 Reliability Analysis

For proper evaluation of defect tolerant architectures, it is important to rely on reliability analysis techniques that can provide accurate analysis while being efficient. Recently, several reliability evaluation approaches have been proposed [44-47]. In [44], a probabilistic-based design methodology for designing nanoscale computer architectures based on Markov Random Fields (MRF) is proposed. Arbitrary logic circuits can be expressedby MRF and logic operation is achieved by maximizing the probability of state configurations in the logic network. Markov random network, belief propagation algorithm, and Gibbs energy distribution are selected as the basis for nanoarchitectural approach since its operation does not depend on perfect devices or perfect connections. Successful operation requires that the energy of correct states is lower than the energy of errors.
In [45], the computational scheme based on Markov random field and belief propagation are automated for the evaluation of reliability measures of combinational logic blocks. Various reliability results for defect-tolerant architectures, such as triple modular redundancy (TMR), cascaded TMR, and multistage iterations of these are derived.

In [46], a general computational framework based on probabilistic transfer matrices (PTMs) is proposed for accurate reliability evaluation. Algebraic decision diagrams (ADDs) are to improve the efficiency of PTM operations. The proposed approach can be effectively used in exact reliability calculations for analyzing fault-tolerant architectures and in calculating gate error susceptibility.

In [47], a method is proposed that enhances the probabilistic gate models (PGMs) for reliability estimation to enable accurate evaluation of reliabilities of circuits. It significantly reduces the PGM method’s complexity, making it suitable for practical design-for-reliability applications.

3. Methods & Approach

In this work, we investigate defect tolerance based on adding redundancy at the transistor-level for CMOS circuits. We investigate circuit reliability based on the quadded structure in [24] more thoroughly and generalize it. Our initial results in [41] based on the analysis of defect tolerance of stuck-open and stuck-short defects by the quadded-transistor structure are encouraging and merit further research before the technique is considered viable in practical design. Based on Inductive Fault Analysis defect simulations, it is shown in [40] that over 99% of all the defects in a group of CMOS circuits that caused circuit faults were either bridge or break faults. In this
work, we will extend the analysis to include defect tolerance in the presence of bridging faults. Furthermore, analysis of the \(N^2\)-transistor structure for the case with \(N=3\) and the general case with \(N=k\) will be conducted theoretically and evaluated experimentally.

In the quadded-transistor structure, each transistor \(A\) is replaced by four transistors implementing the logic \((A+A)(A+A)\) as shown in Figure 3. In order to tolerate single-defective transistors, each transistor, \(A\), is replaced by a quadded-transistor structure implementing either the logic function \((A+A)(A+A)\) or the logic function \((AA)+(AA)\), as shown in Figure 3. In both of the quadded-transistor structures shown in Figure 3 (b) & (c), any single transistor defect (stuck-open or stuck-short) will not change the logic behavior, and hence the defect is tolerated. Furthermore, double stuck-open defects are tolerated as long as they do not occur in any two parallel transistors (\(T_1&T_2\) or \(T_3&T_4\) for the structure in Figure 3(b), and \(T_1&T_2, T_1&T_4, T_3&T_2\) or \(T_3&T_4\) for the structure in Figure 3(c)). Double stuck-short defects are tolerated as long as they do not occur in any two series transistors (\(T_1&T_3, T_1&T_4, T_2&T_3\) or \(T_2&T_4\) for the structure in Figure 3(b), and \(T_1&T_3\) or \(T_2&T_4\) for the structure in Figure 3(c)). In addition, any triple defect that does not include two parallel stuck-open transistors or two series stuck-short transistors is tolerated. Thus, one can easily see that using either of the quadded-transistor structures, the reliability of gate implementation is significantly improved. It should be observed that the effective resistance of the quadded-transistor structures has the same resistance as the original transistor. However, in the presence of a single defect, the worst case effective resistance of the first quadded-transistor structure (Figure 3(b)) is \(1.5R\) while that of the second quadded-transistor structure (Figure 3(c)) is \(2R\), where \(R\) is the effective resistance of a transistor. This occurs in the case of single stuck-open defects. For
tolerable multiple defects, the worst case effective resistance of both structures is 2R. For this reason, the first quadded-transistor structure (Figure 3(b)) is adopted in this work.

The quadded-transistor structure, given in Figure 3(b), can be generalized to an $N^2$-transistor structure, where $N=2, 3, \ldots, k$. An $N^2$-transistor structure is composed of $N$ blocks connected in series with each block composed of $N$ parallel transistors, as shown in Figure 4. An $N^2$-transistor structure guarantees defect tolerance of all defects of multiplicity less than or equal to $(N-1)$ in the structure. Hence, a large number of multiple defects can be tolerated in a circuit implemented based on these structures.

An interesting advantage of the $N^2$-transistor structures is that they fit well in existing design and test methodologies. In synthesis, a library of gates implemented based on the quadded-transistor structure will be used in the technology mapping process. The same testing methodology will be used assuming testing is done at the gate-level based on the single stuck-at fault model. So, the same test set derived for the original gate-level structure can be used without any change.

The gate capacitance that the quadded-transistor structure induces on the gate connected to the input A is four times the original gate capacitance. This has an
impact on both delay and power dissipation. However, as shown in [39], a gate with higher load capacitance has better noise rejection curves and hence is more resistant to soft errors resulting in noise glitches.

In order to tolerate defects in interconnects in the quadded-transistor structure, we propose that four parallel interconnect lines are used to connect the driving gate to the four transistors in a quadded-transistor structure. This guarantees tolerance of any single interconnect defect. This also results in a faster charging of the load capacitance and hence may improve the delay.

In addition to tolerance of permanent defects, design techniques need to cope with transient faults that may occur during circuit operation. Nanometer circuits are also becoming more vulnerable to radiation effects and other sources of soft errors. Single event upsets (SEUs) caused by cosmic ray neutrons or alpha particles severely impact field-level product reliability [43]. However, as shown in [39], only few nodes in the design are considered critical and need to be tolerant to such faults. In this work, we will extend the quadded-transistor structure to handle such soft errors that may occur in the design.

For evaluating circuit failure probability and reliability, we adopt the simulation-based reliability model used in [11]. A complete test set T that detects all detectable single stuck-at faults in a circuit will be used. To compute the circuit failure probability, $F_m$, resulting from injecting $m$ defective transistors, the following procedure is used:

1. Set the number of iterations to be performed, $I$, to 1000 and the number of failed simulations, $K$, to 0.
2. Simulate the fault-free circuit by applying the test set T.
3. Randomly inject $m$ transistor defects.
4. Simulate the faulty circuit by applying the test set T.
5. If the outputs of the fault-free and faulty circuits are different, increment $K$ by 1.
6. Decrement $I$ by 1 and if $I$ is not 0 goto step 3.
7. Failure Rate $F_m = K/1000$.

Assuming that every transistor has the same defect probability, $P$, and that defects are randomly and independently distributed, the probability of having a number of $m$ defective transistors in a circuit with $N$ transistors follows the binomial distribution [11] as shown below:

$$P(m) = \binom{N}{m} P^m (1-P)^{N-m}$$

Assuming the number of transistor defects, $m$, as a random variable and using the circuit failure probability $F_m$ as a failure distribution in $m$, the probability of circuit failure, $F$, and circuit reliability, $R$, are computed as follows [11]:

$$F = \sum_{m=0}^{N} F_m \times P(m)$$

$$R = 1 - F = 1 - \sum_{m=0}^{N} F_m \times P(m)$$

It is well known that the effectiveness of defect-tolerant techniques based on Triple Modular Redundancy is impacted by majority gates. Presence of defects in the majority gates will make the circuit defective. Implementing majority gates using the quadded-transistor structure or the $N^2$-transistor structure will significantly enhance their defect tolerance. Combining defect tolerance at both the transistor-level and gate-level is expected to produce promising results. Such an approach will be investigated both theoretically and experimentally in this work.

Another interesting and important aspect of investigation in this work is to compare circuit failure probability for circuits implemented based on the quadded-transistor...
structure vs. those implemented using four times the feature sizes based on the same fabrication technology. Both compared circuits will have the same area, speed and power characteristics given the same technology. The question to be answered is which approach will result in more reliable circuits. Inductive fault analysis based on Carafe tool [42] will be used to extract the faults from each of these implementations based on which defect tolerance of both approaches will be compared by simulations.

The practicality of the quadded-transistor structure fault-tolerant technique will be investigated through its application to logic designed based on cross-bar switches and the basic combinational logic block (CLB) in field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). Due to their regularity, crossbar switches are considered the basic building blocks in many recently proposed nano architectures. Comparison between defect avoidance techniques and the proposed transistor-level defect-tolerant technique for crossbar switch designs will be investigated. Furthermore, the study will investigate whether it is more effective to design FPGAs with larger number CLBs such that defective CLBs will be identified and avoided through reconfiguration or to design FPGAs based on a smaller number of defect-tolerant CLBs based on the quadded-transistor structure. It will be assumed that FPGAs in both approaches will occupy the same area.

4. Project Objectives

The objective of this work is to investigate the design of defect-tolerant digital systems based on redundancy addition at the transistor-level. Defect tolerance based on the quadded-transistor and the \(N^2\)-transistor structures will be analyzed and evaluated both theoretically and experimentally and compared against existing defect tolerance techniques to demonstrate their effectiveness.
To achieve the proposed objectives, the project can be divided into the following tasks:

**Task 1** Extend the probability of failure analysis of the quadded-transistor structure with respect to bridging faults.

**Task 2** Extend the probability of failure analysis of the quadded-transistor structure to the general case of the $N^2$-transistor structure with respect to stuck-open, stuck-short and bridging faults.

**Task 3** Experimentally evaluate the impact of the $N^2$-transistor structure, for cases $N=2$ and $N=3$, on circuit failure probability in presence of stuck-open, stuck short and bridging faults.

**Task 4** Compare the defect tolerance of circuits implemented based on the $N^2$-transistor structure with other defect-tolerance techniques including TMR and quadded logic based defect tolerance techniques.

**Task 5** Implement the Triple Modular Redundancy defect tolerance technique with parametrizable module size to be used for simulations.

**Task 6** Theoretically and experimentally based on simulations evaluate the implementation of Triple Modular Redundancy defect tolerance technique with the majority gate implemented based on the $N^2$-transistor structure, with $N=2$ and $N=3$.

**Task 7** Extend the quadded-transistor structure design for tolerance of transient and soft errors and evaluate the design based on simulations.

**Task 8** Based on Inductive Fault Analysis, compare the defect tolerance of circuits implemented based on the quadded-transistor structure and circuits implemented based on transistors of quadruple feature sizes using the same technology.
**Task 9** Investigate applying the quadded-transistor structure for the defect tolerance of logic implemented based on cross-bar switches.

**Task 10** Investigate applying the quadded-transistor structure for the defect tolerance of a generic Combination Logic Block (CLB) in FPGAs. Compare the probability of failure of FPGAs designed based on defect-tolerant CLBs vs. those designed based on regular CLBs with larger count.

**Task 11** Reporting progress reports, final report and publishing papers resulting from proposed work.

5. Monitoring & Evaluation

The time span of this project is twenty four months during which the proposed tasks will be carried out. Table 1 shows a schedule of these tasks indicating the time requirement of each. All team members with the help of two graduate students will participate in all tasks involved in the project. This includes brainstorming discussions, theoretical analysis, analysis and interpretation of experimental results and involvement in implementation aspects.
The team will report the progress of the proposed work regularly every six months through progress reports and the final report. Results of this work will be sent for publication as soon as they are available.

**Role of the Consultant:**

Prof. Bashir Al-Hashimi is a well-known scholar with extensive experience in the area of design and test of digital circuits. He will provide consultation for all the planned tasks to be accomplished in the project. He will be involved in some brainstorming discussions and will provide his feedback on the evaluation of all obtained results. Prof. Al-Hshimi will also provide to us the CARAFE tool that we will use for inductive fault analysis which is needed for Task8 in the project. He will also provide consultation on the use of tools and interpretation of the results. In addition, he will also help in accomplishing Tasks 9 and Task 10 and provide to access to necessary FPGA tools that will needed to accomplish these tasks. Task 3-
Task 7 of the project require intensive CPU simulations to assess circuit reliability. Experiments will be conducted both here at KFUPM and University of Southampton to minimize the time needed to obtain the needed evaluations.

The team members have extensive experience in the area of digital system design and test as indicated by their qualifications given below.

**Aiman El-Maleh** is an Assistant Professor in the Computer Engineering Department at King Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals since September 1998. He holds a B.Sc. in Computer Engineering, with first honors, from King Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals in 1989, a M.A.SC. in Electrical Engineering from University of Victoria, Canada, in 1991, and a Ph.D in Electrical Engineering, with dean’s honor list, from McGill University, Canada, in 1995. He was a member of scientific staff with Mentor Graphics Corp., a leader in design automation, from 1995-1998.

Dr. El-Maleh's research interests are in the areas of synthesis, testing, and verification of digital systems. In addition, he has research interests in VLSI design, design automation, and error correcting codes.

Dr. El-Maleh is the winner of the best paper award for the most outstanding contribution in the field of test for 1995 at the European Design & Test Conference. His paper presented at the 1995 Design Automation Conference was also nominated for best paper award. He holds one US patent.

Dr. El-Maleh was a member of the program committee of the Design Automation and Test in Europe Conference (DATE’98). He is currently serving in the editorial board of the IET Proceedings: Computer and Digital Techniques.
Ahmad Al-Yamani is an assistant professor in the computer engineering department at King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals. He received a PhD in Electrical Engineering and an MSc in Management Science and Engineering from Stanford. Before that, he received an MSc and a BSc in Computer Engineering from KFUPM. In 2002 he was appointed as the assistant director of Stanford Center for Reliable Computing and in 2004, he was appointed as a consulting assistant professor in the computer systems lab of the electrical engineering department at Stanford University. Ahmad served as an adjunct faculty at Santa Clara University. He also had some industrial experience in VLSI design and test with the advanced development labs of LSI Logic and in computer networks performance analysis with AMD.

Bashir Al-Hashimi is Full Professor of Computer Engineering in the School of Electronics and Computer Science, University of Southampton, where he carries out research in embedded computing systems with particular focus on low-power design and low-cost test. He is Deputy Head of School (Academic), and Principal Investigator of EPSRC (UK) platform grant (£1.5M) on System-on-Chip: Design Methods and Tools. Prior to becoming an academic, he worked in industry for six years designing integrated circuits for consumer electronics. Professor Al-Hashimi is the Editor-in-Chief of the IET Proceedings: Computer and Digital Techniques and on the editorial board of Journal of Embedded Systems, and Journal of Low Power Electronics. He is a member of the executive team of the IEE Microelectronics and Embedded Systems Professional Network, the executive committee of the Design, Automation and Test in Europe (DATE) conference, and the
executive committee of the European Workshop on Microelectronics education. He is the general chair of the 11th IEEE European Test Symposium, and the general chair DATE Friday Workshops (2005 and 2006). Professor Al-Hashimi published over 150 papers and authored and co-authored 4 books on circuit simulation, low power design and test. Recently he edited the IEE Press book, System-on-Chip: Next Generation Electronics. Professor Al-Hashimi is a Fellow of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, and Senior Member of the Institution of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.

6. Utilization Plan

The utility value of this project is many-fold, and includes the following aspects:

1. The results of this research can be used by industry as the results of the investigated methodology can have a significant impact on enhancing manufacturing yield and design reliability at the nano-scale.

2. The proposed work will help in training graduate students in the design of reliable systems at the nano-scale and in conducting research.

3. This work could be the seed of further research involving manufacturing of nano-scale devices to demonstrate the applicability of achieved results.

4. There is a potential of patenting some of the ideas resulting from this work.

7. Detailed Budget
The principle investigator, co-investigator and the consultant will be involved during the whole project duration of 24 months. They will receive payments as per the university regulations. The two graduate students will assist in the implementation aspects of the project. Their total compensation will be (13,200/- per Graduate Student/Research Assistant).

Dr. Aiman El-Maleh (PI)                      SR 1,200 X 24 = SR 28,800
Dr. Ahmad Al-Yamani (CO-I)                   SR 1,000 X 24 = SR 24,000
Prof. Bashir Al-Hashemi (Consultant)         SR 1,000 X 20 = SR 20,000
Two Graduate Students                        SR 1,200 X 22 = SR 26,400
Secretary                                    SR 2,000

Subtotal                                     SR 101,200

Facilities available at KFUPM and University of Southampton will be used at no charge to the project. However, the project requires extensive simulation experiments and hence a high performance desktop computer is required with an estimated amount of SR 6000. Stationary and miscellaneous expenses for consumables such as floppies, CDs, paper, printer toner, etc., will amount to SR 2,000, purchase of literature and books, etc., will require SR 2,500.

A secretary will work for the entire duration of the project. SR 2,000 for payments to secretary will be required.
Individual items of the budget are summarized below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost (SR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Man Power</td>
<td>101,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desktop Computer</td>
<td>6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books, other literature</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stationary and Miscellaneous</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference Attendance (2 Trips)</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total cost\(^1\) of the project is estimated to be SR 131,700.

\(^1\) SR 131,700=US$ 35120.
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System at the nanoscale that has some random character can still be functional if there is enough local intelligence to locate resources, either through the laws of physics or through the ability to reach down through random but fixed local connections. Heath, J. R., et al, A Defect-Tolerant Computer Architecture: Opportunities for Nanotechnology, Science, Vol. 280, JUNE 1998. Those limitations could soon be eliminated: Strangi and research partners in Italy, Finland and the United Kingdom have recently demonstrated a new way to both generate and manipulate random laser light, including at the nanoscale. Eventually, this could lead to a medical procedure being conducted more accurately and less invasively or re-routing a fiber optic communication line with the flip of a dial, Strangi said.

Conventional lasers consist of an optical cavity, or opening, in a given device. Inside that cavity is a photoluminescent material which emits and amplifies light and a pair of mirrors. The mirrors force the photons, or light particles, to bounce back and forth at a specific frequency to produce the red laser beam we see emitting from the laser.